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Abstract – Data dissemination between vehicles is
dependent on network architecture type. If there is a network
infrastructure in the roads, there are two methods for data
dissemination: Push-based and Pull-based. In the push-based
method, data disseminated to all nodes. But in the pull-based
method data transmission is based on request and response.
In the absence of infrastructure there are two approaches:
Flooding and Relaying. In the flooding approach there will
created more traffic. So the main challenge that we face is to
avoid the broadcast storm problem. In the relaying approach
we face with two other challenges: Selection of the relay
points and Reliability ensure when selected nodes participate
in data retransmission. There are some methods for message
propagation management like as Simple, p-persistence and
EDB. Simple and p-persistence methods encounter with the
problem of high collision rate and low success rate. EDB
method has been presented for urban roads and has high
delay time. In this paper data broadcast storm management
problem solved by distributed clustering in two phases. This
method is improved compared with EDB from viewpoint of
collision, success rate of messages and delay time. This
method named EB or Efficient Broadcast. Simulation results
show that the performance of EB method is higher in
contrast to other proposed methods.

Keywords – Broadcast, Clustering, Data Dissemination,
Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANETs).

I. INTRODUCTION

VANETs are networks between vehicles equipped with
communication instruments. These vehicles act as network
nodes. Therefore each vehicle operates as data source and
data destination for receiving messages and also act as a
network router. VANET is an efficient tool to improve
road safety through warning message between vehicles,
against potential obstacles and dangers in the road [1].
Therefore data propagation in VANETs plays an important
role in the security and safety applications [3]. VANET is
a special use of MANET that data propagated between
vehicles via massage exchange. Also due to high speed
and non-stability of network nodes or vehicles, it is
necessary that data sent using a most efficient method with
minimum delay. Data dissemination type between vehicles
is dependent on the type of network architecture. If there is
a network infrastructure in the roads, there are two
methods for data dissemination: Push-based and Pull-
based. In the absence of infrastructure there are two
approaches for discuss: Flooding and Relaying [1].

Most important challenges for data dissemination in
VANETs are high relocation rate of vehicles and often
disconnected topology of these networks. These
challenges often occur in metropolitans. When a vehicle is

connected to a roadside unit by one hop, its data will be
sent efficiently. So it is better that roadside unit construct a
connected network and disseminate data collaboratively.
In push based methods, data propagation schemes are in
two forms of vehicle to infrastructure and infrastructure to
vehicle methods. Traffic condition reports, crashes and
electronic advertisements are some applications in this
way. Pull-based approaches are useful in tasks such as
non-general data and user specific data dissemination. In
pull-based methods, data transmission is done using
request and response. As mentioned above, in the absence
of infrastructure there are two approaches for discuss:
Flooding and Relaying. In the flooding method all of
nodes participate in message broadcast and so there will be
very high overhead and this mechanism is not scalable. In
order to avoid broadcast storm problem there is two main
approaches: 1) Simple broadcast that limits using timer
and number of steps. 2) Geographical map based approach
that uses geographical information like flooding and
directional accumulation [1].

In the simple rebroadcast approach, data dissemination
is in vehicle-to-vehicle form and used when there is not
exist infrastructure. Rebroadcasting nodes selected for data
dissemination and this approach used in scalable dense
networks. Due to less number of participant nodes,
overhead will be less. Previously proposed methods for
message dissemination in vehicular ad hoc networks have
some weaknesses. In order to solve these problems and
improve operation of these networks, we propose a new
algorithm. In this paper we propose a new idea for
broadcast storm reduction based on clustering. Our new
algorithm named EB or Efficient Broadcast algorithm. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related works
are reviewed in Section 2. Using clustering algorithm for
reducing broadcast storms will describe in Section 3. In
Section 4 the analysis of experiments with the existing
node is presented. Finally, in Section 5 we summarize and
express discussions.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Simple Broadcast
Simple broadcast [5] is the simplest protocol in VANET

networks. When there is an accident, safety alert
application will send alert messages to all vehicles moving
towards accident site. When a vehicle receives a broadcast
message for the first time, it retransmits the message. The
vehicle then ignores all subsequent broadcast messages
(with same ID) it receives, from other vehicles
rebroadcasting the same message. There are two main
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problems in this simple broadcast method [10]. First, there
are many redundant rebroadcast messages because of
flooding. Thus, when n hosts for the first time, n
replications will there is a high probability that a message
will be received by many hosts located in a close
proximity. Each host will severely contend with one
another for access to medium. Second, this will cause to
broadcast storm, and collision will occur, which lead to
retransmission and further collision.
B. Weighted p-Persistence Algorithm

This algorithm [6], [8] does not solve the broadcast
storm problem completely, but reduces occurrence
probability. This algorithm operates in this case that each
of vehicles after receiving alert message, decides by
probability of P to rebroadcast the message. Also this
rebroadcast is according to receiving order and when
receiving order is high, the vehicle will not rebroadcast
message. Nevertheless there may create conditions that
none of vehicles decide to rebroadcast and the message
cannot disseminate in the network [2]. Size of rebroadcast
probability or P in this method for a member of network
has direct relationship to distance of sending member and
a reverse relationship to radio range of members.
C. Slotted p-Persistence Algorithm

Vehicles must rebroadcast alert message by probability
of P in the determined time slots [11]. For vehicles in
away distances, waiting time will be shorter and
rebroadcast probability will be high. This approach can
reduce broadcast redundancy and packet loss ratio about
70% and also can provide an acceptable end to end delay
in most of VANET’s multi-stage applications [1].
D. Efficient Directional Broadcast (EDB)

Another improved algorithm for message broadcast is
EDB algorithm [7]. This algorithm don’t has broadcast
storm problem but has the problem of message sending
delay. In this algorithm a member of the network
rebroadcast alert message that is farthest from the message
sending member [10]. But in VANETs and real time
networks the delay problem is a major problem. Therefore
this algorithm doesn’t act as an optimal algorithm and is
not a suitable algorithm for these networks.

Proposed algorithm in this paper that named EB
algorithm improves mentioned weaknesses and that is
optimal from the viewpoint of message dissemination
speed. Also the proposed EB algorithm solves the
broadcast storm problem acceptably and also restricts
sending repetitive and redundant messages. So using the
proposed method of this paper we can solve broadcast
storm problem in VANETs and considering simulation
results is an efficient and suitable algorithm for these
networks.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed Method in this paper EB has high
efficiency and in contrast to previous methods has high
propagation speed and its message propagation rate is less.
This approach prevents occurrence of broadcast storm in
VANETs.

Our new algorithm provided to broadcast messages
efficiently. It has been suggested to cover the weaknesses
of previous methods. The generic idea of EB algorithm is
based on four parameters:
 Possibility of message relay by the recipient vehicle

(Pi j)
 Speed of message receiving vehicle (Vi)
 Receiving time of receiving vehicle (Total_MSG)
 Vehicle Location (V_L)

In the proposed EB method all of vehicles are equipped
with GPS receivers and always aware of their position.
This algorithm is implemented to bidirectional roads but
that is implementable for unidirectional roads. This means
that if we use a two-directional road in one direction, this
will not have any problem. When an accident occurred, the
accidental vehicle broadcasts an alert message in its radio
range. This alert message includes accidental vehicle’s ID
and accident position in this form:
Message (Vehicle ID, Location)
An example of this scenario showed in Fig.1.

Fig.1. Alert message dissemination in radio range of
accidental vehicle

EB algorithm is as follow: firstly the accidental vehicle
disseminates alert message in its radio range. This is done
after acting an accident by a vehicle. Vehicles that located
in this radio range and receive the alert message send a
reply message to broadcasting vehicle. This reply message
includes speed, ID, movement direction and position of
the considered vehicle. Accidental vehicle receives all of
these reply messages. Vehicles based on moving direction
divided into two categories. The accidental vehicle after
dividing its radio range vehicles in two categories,
determines a broadcasting vehicle for each category. This
selection is based on vehicles moving speed and high
speed vehicles priority is more than low speed vehicles. So
the quickest vehicle selected as broadcasting vehicle of
created category. Flowchart of the proposed EB algorithm
is illustrated in Fig. 2.

After determining broadcasting vehicles, these vehicles
start to broadcast alert messages. In order to increase
message broadcast speed, always introduce new
broadcasting vehicles. Determining new broadcasting
vehicles is done in the second stage of algorithm. This
stage in the pseudo-code form is shown in Fig. 3.
Messages rebroadcast by the current broadcasting vehicle
done in specified time slots until the new rebroadcasting
vehicle determined. Considering this condition in every
period the number of broadcasted messages by current
broadcasting vehicle may differ to another.
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Fig.2. Flowchart of first broadcasting vehicles in EB
algorithm

In the second stage of our EB algorithm, rebroadcasting
vehicles selection is done distributed and this selection is
based on following rules:
 Vehicle that is farther than the current rebroadcasting

vehicle with a higher probability selected as the next
rebroadcasting vehicle and this probability calculated
by Pi, j and Pi, j = Di, j / R (line 8 in Fig. 3).

 The vehicle that its moving speed is more quickly,
more likely to be selected as the next broadcasting
vehicle.

 The vehicle that its received alert message is less, with
a higher probability selected as the next broadcasting
vehicle.

 The vehicle that its position is ahead in moving
direction from current broadcasting vehicle, with a
high priority selected as the next broadcasting vehicle.

Second stage for EB algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. In this
phase after the current broadcasting vehicle broadcast the
warning message (Row 2 in Fig. 3), receives a response
message that contains the vehicle identifier (ID), vehicle
velocity (V), vehicle location (Loc), movement direction
of vehicle (Dir_Veh) and order of broadcast message that
is received (Total_MSG). Vehicles that are moving in
direction of current broadcasting vehicle, place in a group
(Rows 4 and 5 and 6 in Fig. 3). For each member of this
group, a criterion will calculate as Result (Row 7 in Fig.
3). In Result criterion calculation four factors are involved.
These four factors are: Distance from the broadcasting
vehicle, vehicle speed, order of receiving a warning
message and vehicle position (Line 9 in Fig. 3).

The first two factors have a direct relationship with the
Result criterion but the third factor has inverse
relationship. After obtaining the above information, the
current broadcasting vehicle form a table named as

Table_Vehi for the next broadcasting vehicle (Line 10 in
Fig.3). Table_vehi table created for gathering information
of vehicles that receive alert message and keptin current
broadcasting vehicle. This table filled using data that exist
in reply messages to broadcasting vehicle.

Fig.3. Pseudo-code of second stage in EB algorithm

This table contains following information: vehicles list
that received an alert message from broadcasting vehicle,
speed of each vehicle, position of each vehicle, the Pij

parameter that is vehicle selection probability, alert
message receiving order and finally the Result criterion
that is consequent of other factors. Result criterion is most
important factor of this table that next broadcasting
vehicle selection done based on this factor. Table 1 is an
example of this table.

Finally current broadcasting vehicle using information
of this table selects next broadcasting vehicle. This stage
showed in lines 11 and 12 in Fig. 3.

Table 1: An example of Table_vehi

In table 1, the speed of second vehicle is higher in
contrast to other vehicles, but due to the proximity to the
current broadcasting vehicle do not selected as the next
broadcasting vehicle. Because proximity to current
broadcasting vehicle is a negative factor for vehicles
selected as rebroadcasting vehicle. Because otherwise if
we consider this factor as a positive factor for
rebroadcasting vehicle selection, alert message broadcast
speed reduces. So our proposed EB algorithm effort is
selection of most distant vehicles to current broadcasting
vehicle to maximize alert message broadcast speed in
VANET. In the mentioned table also vehicle number 1 has
a very high speed and its selection probability as next
broadcasting vehicle must be high. Also this vehicle from
the viewpoint of proximity to current broadcasting vehicle
in comparison to others has more suitable condition. On
the other hand this vehicle is farther than current
broadcasting vehicle. But because its alert message
receiving order is high and received alert message two
times, do not selected as the next broadcasting vehicle.
This means that high order of alert message receiving for
vehicles considered as a negative factor in selection.

Vehicle Status

Status?

Send Alert Messages
to Cluster Member

Nodes

Receive Alert
Messages from

accidental vehicle

Send ID, V, Movement
Direction and location
to accidental vehicle

Receive ID, V, Movement
Direction and location

from Vehicles

Categorize Vehicles
Based on Direction

Select Rebroadcasting
Vehicles in each

Category

Rebroadcasting Vehicles
ID Announcement

Receive Rebroadcasting
Vehicles ID by selected

vehicles

Accidental Safe

Start

End

1 Function_Broadcasting_Vehicle() {
2 Broadcast Alert_MSG;
3 Receive ACK_MSGs (ID, V, Loc, Dir_Veh, Total_MSG) From Vehicles;
4 For (j=1; j <= Total_ Vehicles; j++)
5 If  Dir_Vehj = Dir_Vehi

6 Vehicles  Vehj;
7 For (j=1; j <= number(Vehicles); j++){
8 Calculate Pi,j = Di,j / R;
9 Resultj (Pi,j + Loc_Val) * Vj * 1 / Total_MSGj; }

10 Create Table_Vehi;
11 Return Max {Resultj}
12 Next_ Broadcasting_Vehicle  Vehj;}

Result Total_MSG Pi,j Loc V Vehicles

45 2 1.0 (x1,y1) 90 Veh1

48 1 0.4 (x2,y2) 120 Veh2

56 1 0.8 (x3,y3) 70 Veh3

... ... ... ... ... ...
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Finally in table 1 vehicle number 3 selected as the next
broadcasting vehicle. Because vehicle number 3 has
maximum value of Result criterion and therefore in
comparison to other vehicles is more suitable for this task.
So we can conclude that the new proposed EB algorithm
by involving all of effective factors on message broadcast
in VANETs, present a favorite and optimum functionality
in alert message broadcast. Optimality of EB algorithm
has been improved by simulations and simulation results
with improvement value for these networks presented in
next section.

Fig.4. Collision rate in different algorithms

IV. ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

A. Simulation Environment
Simulation is done over the Linux Ubunto11 operating

system using network simulator NS3. Simulation roads
considered 10 KMs and the number of vehicles is variable.
Radio transmission range considered 300 meters. Interval
between broadcasts is 4 seconds and the road has four
lanes. Width of road considered 12 meters and vehicles
speed is between 55 to 130 kilometers per hour.
Experiment has been done with Simple broadcast,
Weighted P-persistent, Slotted P-persistent, EDB and EB
protocols.
B. Simulation Results

One of evaluation factors for broadcast algorithms in
VANETs is collision rate of broadcasted alert messages.
Fig. 4 illustrates collision occurrence times for alert
messages in the simulation environment. Simulation
results in Fig. 4 show that least collision rate occurs in the
proposed EB algorithm. Because in the EB algorithm only
a vehicle allowed to rebroadcast alert message that
selected as next broadcasting vehicle. This low collision
rate in EB algorithm is due to vast reduction of broadcast
storm.

Another important factor for evaluating optimality of
broadcast algorithms in VANETs is message delivery
success rate. In the EB algorithm due to low rate of
message broadcast and consequently low collision rate,
success rate is always complete. In Fig. 5 we compared
success rate of EB algorithm and other various broadcast
methods.

Fig.5. Comparison of success rate in different algorithms

Delay time in message broadcast also has an important
role in efficiency of VANETs. In the EB algorithm delay
time is less than EDB algorithm. This improvement in
sparse networks is great. Therefore simulation has been
executed in two scenarios of low and high density
networks. Fig. 6 illustrates propagation delay for a
network with low vehicle density and Fig. 7 shows delay
of a dense network.

Fig.6. Delay time in sparse network

Fig.7. Delay time in dense network

Comparison of mentioned algorithms is based three
factors: collision number, success rate and delay time.
These comparisons show that the proposed EB algorithm
has low collision rate and success rate in comparison with
previous methods has been improved. Our new proposed
EB algorithm from the viewpoint of messages sending
delay time performs better in contrast to EDB algorithm.
But in contrast to three other algorithms WeightedP-
Persistence, Slotted P-Persistenceand Simple, have further
delay time.
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Mentioned comparisons between considered algorithms
have been shown in table 2 and improvement value of EB
algorithm compared with four other algorithms. Regarding
table 2 we can conclude that efficiency of EB method is
further comparing with previous methods. So in order to
use in VANETs for alert message broadcasting is a more
suitable choice.

Table 2: Percent of improvement by EB algorithm
compared with other algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION

Since most applications in VANETs unlike point to
point transmission use broadcast transmission, routing
protocols must solve broadcast storm problem and prevent
unnecessary loss of safety-related message in message
propagation. In the proposed EB algorithm, when a
vehicle received a warning message, responses to the
sender with an ACK message. If its movement direction
be the same with broadcasting vehicle, based on the next
broadcasting vehicle selection algorithm, it will participate
in optimal broadcasting vehicle selection algorithm to be
the next broadcasting vehicle. Simulation results show that
our proposed algorithm is optimal in contrast to other
algorithms from the perspective of collision rate, success
rate and packet delay time. Since for every application the
algorithm must provide an optimal performance, therefore
our future work includes the study of a new warning
message broadcast algorithm that studies the road shape
and condition, to offer a better performance compared
with previous ones.
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Previous algorithms
Collision rate

reduction
Success rate
increasing

Delay time in
dense network

Delay time in
sparse network

EDB %61.79560649 %0 % 67.55441741 % 38.0794

WEIGHTED P-
PERSISTANCE

%91.44568007 %1.5 %-21.12810707 %-162.8261

SLOTTED  P-
PERSISTANCE

%92.23150126 %2.5 %-43.8138479 %-174.4608

SIMPLE %96.39899172 %2.3 %-34.07407407 %- 155.873


